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Chair’s foreword - Michael Ahie
The partnership wrapped up the first year since its
inception last month with a wānanga that brought
together the Steering Group, Federation of Māori
Authorities (FOMA), and the Programme Office.
It was an apt time to reflect on the He Waka Eke Noa
partnership and how game-changing our approach
is for the future of Aotearoa New Zealand. While the
defining challenge of climate change is the reason
for our programme’s existence, we sit in the context
of a paradigm shift; global changes forced by
COVID-19, external market vagaries, and a growing
recognition of everyone’s desire to protect and grow
our unique, valued, resources, while maintaining
and improving upon sustainable food production.
It’s not a task for the faint-hearted!
The release last month of the first tranche of tools
and calculators for farmers and growers to calculate
their greenhouse gas emissions shows that we
are on track. A quarter of farmers will know their
emissions numbers by the end of this year.
Underpinning these conversations is the
recognition that our farmers are at the forefront of
these changes. Our industry partner organisations
are sitting together at the He Waka Eke Noa table
and the conversations are always transparent,

sometimes tough,
and definitely
ongoing.
We celebrate that
so many of our
farmers are ahead
of the curve and
as stewards of
their land they
continue to farm better, more sustainably, with
more biodiversity, and more productively.
We will continue to find the balance of how to
represent our groups, communities and whānau
as we work through the tough questions against
exacting milestones. We do this underpinned by the
values of the partnership: manaaki, collaboration,
courage, commitment, constructive, accountable,
credible, and curious.
When you look at the changes and timeframe
we are working to, He Waka Eke Noa is one of the
most ambitious change and knowledge transfer
programmes in the world. On many levels it is
transformative, and we have the right people, who,
united, can make it happen.

Programme Director’s foreword Kelly Forster
There’s no doubt we are working to some ambitious
milestones and tight timeframes to meet our
commitment to developing an agricultural
greenhouse gases framework and pricing system.
Thanks to the dedication of our partners, we are on
track to do so.
The last six months have seen the evolution
from establishment phase to programme
implementation. We have a clear steer on the detail
we need to work through and activities we need
to complete to achieve our mission and meet our
milestones along the way.
The partnership approach underpins the
programme activities. Our industry partners are
actively rolling out programmes to support farmers
to know their greenhouse gas emissions and
include greenhouse gas numbers, mitigations, and
reduction in their farm environment plans.

on an alternative
pricing system
to the emissions
trading scheme
that includes
sequestration. We
do all this drawing on expertise from across He Waka
Eke Noa partners, farmers and growers, the broader
agricultural sector, and Aotearoa New Zealand’s
leading science and economic institutes.
The next six months will see a step up in raising
awareness of the programme and programme goals.
We will also be digging into a number of the core
and challenging issues and opportunities associated
with emissions pricing and engaging with a range of
stakeholders on those issues and opportunities.
I look forward to connecting with you over the next
six months.

We are collaboratively developing recommendations
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Introduction
He Waka Eke Noa is a partnership between iwi/
Māori, Government, and primary industry. The
partnership has thirteen partners: Apiculture NZ,
Beef + Lamb NZ, Dairy Companies Association of
NZ, DairyNZ, Deer Industry NZ, Federation of Māori
Authorities, Federated Farmers of NZ, Foundation for
Arable Research, Horticulture NZ, Irrigation NZ, Meat
Industry Association, Ministry for Primary Industries
and Ministry for the Environment. These partners
are supported by other contributing organisations
including AgResearch, Department of Conservation,
Fertiliser Association, Manaaki Whenua and Scion.
The programme’s mission is to work together
to implement a framework by 2025 to reduce
agricultural greenhouse gas emissions and build
the agriculture sector’s resilience to climate change.
Through this framework farmers and growers will
be empowered to measure, manage, and reduce
on-farm emissions; recognise, maintain, or increase
integrated sequestration on farms; and adapt to
a changing climate. We are doing this to enable
sustainable food and fibre production for future
generations and competitiveness in international
markets.

We have completed one year of the five-year project,
and we continue to work towards our programme
goals of farmers and growers:

 Including the mitigation of greenhouse gas
emissions and adaptation to climate change in
their farm business and environment plans by
2025,

 Calculating their greenhouse gas emissions, and
 Being incentivised to take actions on climate
change through an appropriate pricing system
for emissions, to be developed by 2025.
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He Waka Eke Noa – the Primary
Sector Climate Action Partnership
is committed to finding the best
outcomes for Aotearoa New Zealand
and farmers and growers, while
playing our part in global efforts to
tackle climate change.
The partnership will equip farmers
and growers with practical
information and tools to measure,
manage and reduce on-farm
emissions; recognise, maintain or
increase integrated sequestration
on farms; and adapt to a changing
climate.
Find out more at
www.hewakaekenoa.nz

Six-month achievements
 He Waka Eke Noa released its Greenhouse Gases:
Farm Planning Guidance in December 2020 for
partners to begin incorporating into their farm
environment plans. This marks the successful
completion of milestone 5:

 Guidance is provided to farmers on how
to measure and manage greenhouse gas
emissions through farm planning by 1
January 2021.



The guidance was broadly promoted in
March 2021 along with further information on
greenhouse gas emissions calculators/tools.

 The first assessment of existing greenhouse
gas emissions calculators/tools against a set of
accepted methods and definitions is complete
and tools that meet the requirements are listed
on our website.

 The Federation of Māori Authorities (FOMA) / Me
Uru Kahikatea, convened Te Aukaha, to connect
and bring together Māori agribusiness experts
at a governance, technical and farming level.
This ensures a Māori perspective is integrated
throughout He Waka Eke Noa’s work.

 The Policy Group developed a comprehensive
overview of the key elements and options
of an alternative pricing system, including
sequestration and reporting, for detailed design
and analysis. This design and analysis will
underpin and support the recommendations to
Ministers in March 2022.

 He Waka Eke Noa developed a plan for external
analysis and modelling to understand the
distributional impacts, and cost(s)/benefit(s) of
the options. This will be completed through a
collaborative research approach drawing on
modelling, farm economics and farm systems
expertise from Crown Research Institutes,
industry partners and Government.

 The Delivery Group was established to provide
alignment, coordination, and connection on
extension, innovation, and farm planning
activities across the sector, specific to agricultural
emissions.
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Programme structure
He Waka Eke Noa refined the programme structure to integrate the work of pricing, reporting and
sequestration into the Policy workstream, and extension, innovation, adoption, and farm planning into
the Delivery workstream. This structure will ensure efficient and effective use of in-kind resource alongside
the recruitment of Senior Policy Analysts to increase programme capacity. This is reflected in the updated
Programme Structure on the next page.
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He Waka Eke Noa Primary Sector Climate Action Partnership

MARCH 2021

PROGRAMME STRUCTURE
PARTNERS
Apiculture NZ, Beef + Lamb NZ, DairyNZ, DCANZ, Deer Industry NZ, Federation of Māori Authorities, Federated Farmers New Zealand, Foundation for Arable Research, Horticulture NZ, Irrigation NZ,
Meat Industry Association, Ministry for Primary Industries and Ministry for the Environment.

STEERING GROUP
Michael Ahie (Independent Chair), Charlotte Rutherford (Agrifood Processors), Jeremy Baker (Beef + Lamb), Bruce Thorrold (DairyNZ), Karen Williams (Federated Farmers), Tanira Kingi (FOMA),
Michelle Sands (Horticulture NZ), Vaughan Payne (Iwi/Māori), Martin Workman (MfE), Julie Collins (MPI)

PROGRAMME OFFICE
Programme Director

Programme Manager

Communications & Engagement

Programme Coordinator

WORKSTREAMS
POLICY GROUP
REPORTING
B+LNZ
DairyNZ
DCANZ
Deer Industry NZ
Federated Farmers
Fertiliser Association

PRICING

DELIVERY GROUP
SEQUESTRATION

FOMA
HortNZ
MIA
MPI
MfE
Scientists/subject-matter experts

INNOVATION

EXTENSION

B+LNZ
DairyNZ
Deer Industry NZ
FAR
Federated Farmers

ADOPTION

FARM PLANNING

FOMA
HortNZ
MPI
MfE
Scientists/subject-matter experts

TE AUKAHA - MĀORI AGRIBUSINESS - cross-connecting workstream that integrates Māori perspectives
Ongoing engagement with farmers and growers to test options and share knowledge and tools across all workstreams
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Progress on milestones
This table shows the progress of the eight programme milestones – on track, being monitored, in
development, off track or complete.

Emissions reporting
Milestone
Milestone 1

Progress
On track

For 25 percent of farms in New Zealand, a person responsible
for farm management holds a documented annual total of
on-farm greenhouse gas emissions, by methods and definitions
accepted by the Steering Group, by 31 December 2021.

Milestone 2

Monitor

For all farms in New Zealand, a person responsible for farm
management holds a documented annual total of on-farm
greenhouse gas emissions, by methods and definitions
accepted by the Steering Group, by 31 December 2022.

Milestone 3

In development

A pilot of a farm-level accounting and reporting system has
been completed by 1 January 2024 across a range of farm
types.

Milestone 4

In development

A system for farm-level accounting and reporting of 2024
agricultural greenhouse gas emissions at farm level is in use by
all farms by 1 January 2025.

The programme has defined the elements associated with
this milestone e.g. definition of a farm, accepted methods,
and assessment of tools against the methods. A gap analysis
has been completed which has confirmed there are enough
current extension programmes to support 25 percent of farms
to know their number.

The gap analysis has identified gaps in existing extension
programmes required to reach 100 percent of farms. Across
partner organisations work is underway to extend existing
programmes to meet this milestone.
The design, analysis, and modelling required to make
recommendations on an alternative pricing system in March
2022 is in progress. The scope of work required for a pilot will
be confirmed in the first half of 2022. The Ministry for Primary
Industries is currently in the discovery phase for the IT system
which will form a part of the pilot.
The design, analysis, and modelling required to make
recommendations on an alternative pricing system in March
2022 is in progress. These recommendations may require
legislative changes which could impact timelines. The Ministry
for Primary Industries is currently in the discovery phase for the
IT system which will form an integral part of the system.

Farm planning
Milestone
Milestone 5

Progress
Complete

Guidance is provided to farmers on how to measure and
manage greenhouse gas emissions through farm planning by 1
January 2021.

Milestone 6

Monitor

A quarter of farms have a written plan in place to measure and
manage their greenhouse gas emissions by 1 January 2022.

Milestone 7

In development

All farms have a written plan in place to measure and manage
their greenhouse gas emissions by 1 January 2025.
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The Greenhouse Gases: Farm Planning Guidance was released
in December 2020 and publicly promoted in March 2021.

With the guidance complete, farm plan providers will
incorporate the guidance into their existing programmes. Work
is underway to confirm that plans to incorporate and deliver the
guidance are sufficient to meet the milestone.
The gap analysis from the Delivery workstream has identified
gaps in extension programmes required to reach 100 percent of
farms. Across partner organisations work is underway to extend
existing programmes to meet this milestone. Additional work is
required to scope how this milestone integrates with freshwater
farm planning regulation.

Emissions pricing
Milestone
Milestone 8

Progress
Monitor

The Steering Group should aim to provide recommendations
on the core design features of an alternative pricing system
by early 2022. Initial concept for an alternative pricing system
should be complete by end of 2020. This will build on the
principles set out in He Waka Eke Noa. Testing and refinement
of that system with stakeholders should occur in 2021.

The date for recommendations has been confirmed as March
2022. The Policy workstream has developed a table of elements
for the alternative pricing system which will be designed and
analysed in 2021. This will be supported by external analysis
and modelling. The collaborative policy design process requires
more time and resource than traditional policy development.
The programme has refined it’s structure to ensure efficient and
effective use of in-kind resource. Additional dedicated central
resource has been committed; however, timeframes remain
tight.

Key programme risks
This table shows the key programme risks that impact on the programme milestones as well as the
mitigations being implemented to reduce the risk.

Risk
The timeframes to achieve the milestones are
tight due to the complexities of collaboration and
allowing adequate time for farmer input.

The resource (financial and in-kind contributions)
required to meet milestones is more than
budgeted/contributed.

Successful implementation to meet emissions
reporting and farm planning milestones requires
more resource capacity and/or specific capability
from partners.

Mitigation
The programme working groups will complete commissioning documents
for key pieces of work to ensure clearly defined and targeted scope.
The Programme Office will continue to monitor, track, and prioritise
activities and deliverables to meet milestones, and raise risks to Steering
Group and partner organisations.
The programme has refined its structure to ensure efficient and effective
use of in-kind resource alongside the recruitment of Senior Policy Analysts
to increase capacity in the programme.
The Programme Office will continue to monitor, track, and prioritise
activities and deliverables to meet milestones, and raise risks to Steering
Group and partner organisations.
The Delivery workstream will identify channels/parties that can support the
implementation through their extension plans for farmers and growers, and
rural professionals.
Across partner organisations work is underway to extend existing
programmes to support milestone delivery.
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Emissions reporting milestones
The Steering Group has agreed the definition of a farm, ‘the person responsible for farm management’ and the
minimum specifications and methods for tools for the following Emissions reporting milestones:

 For 25 percent of farms in New Zealand, a person responsible for farm management holds a documented
annual total of on-farm greenhouse gas emissions, by methods and definitions accepted by the Steering
Group, by 31 December 2021.

 For all farms in New Zealand, a person responsible for farm management holds a documented annual total
of on-farm greenhouse gas emissions, by methods and definitions accepted by the Steering Group, by 31
December 2022.

An assessment of existing identified emissions
reporting tools against accepted methods and
definitions has been completed. The tools that meet
the methods and definitions are referenced in the
Greenhouse Gases: Farm Planning Guidance and are
listed on the He Waka Eke Noa website. There will
be an additional assessment of tools that weren’t
available for the first assessment. This will be started
in April and these tools will also be listed on the
He Waka Eke Noa website when the assessment is
complete.

The Delivery workstream completed a scan of
current extension programmes that involve
educating farmers around their greenhouse gas
footprint. They also completed a high-level analysis
of gaps of existing programmes with regard to the
He Waka Eke Noa milestones for emissions reporting
and farm planning. Partner organisations are
tracking towards a quarter of farms knowing their
number and including greenhouse gas in their farm
plans.

Specific progress or activities by sector to achieve the emissions reporting milestones includes:

 Around 95 percent of dairy farmers have received a greenhouse gas report from their dairy company for
their dairy platform.

 Over 90% of horticultural growers are GAP certified, all GAP certified horticultural businesses record
nutrient applications and a tool has been approved for reporting emissions from fertiliser.

 In March and April Beef + Lamb NZ will roll out their Greenhouse Gas Calculator tool ready for testing
(developed in partnership with meat processors, accountants, and banks).

 The Foundation for Arable Research are promoting the ProductionWise Crop Management Platform to
arable growers, integrating with Overseer, and developing a greenhouse gas module with an additional
livestock component to be developed.
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Farm planning milestones
The Farm Planning working group has successfully supported the completion of the first programme
milestone:

 Guidance is provided to farmers on how to measure and manage greenhouse gas emissions through farm
planning by 1 January 2021.
The Greenhouse Gases: Farm Planning Guidance
is a guide for farmers and growers to help them
measure, manage and reduce greenhouse gas
emissions. It is intended to help farmers, growers
and their advisors incorporate the management
of greenhouse gases into farm planning, by
understanding their emissions profile and what
contributes to it, exploring opportunities to reduce
it, and keeping good farm records. It sets out four

principles to guide farmers and growers, backed by
practical information on opportunities to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions and capture carbon.
The guidance, held on the He Waka Eke Noa
website, is the first product in the He Waka Eke
Noa toolkit for mitigating and adapting to climate
change. Industry partners are using the guidance as
a basis for incorporating greenhouse gas into their
Farm Environment Plans.

Specific progress or activities by sector to achieve the farm planning milestones includes:

 In March and April Beef + Lamb NZ will roll out their farm planning system that will support sheep and
beef producers to develop active farm plans including a climate module.

 Approximately 25 percent of dairy farmers have plans to manage their emissions.
 All GAP certified growers have an audited farm plan that requires them to record fertiliser use and
implement good management practices for fertiliser use.
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The next six months
Over the next six to 12 months, the Delivery workstream will be working to support meeting both the
Emissions reporting and Farm planning milestones. This includes a wide range of deliverables, of which the
following have been identified as key:

 Develop extension plans for farmers’ and
growers’, and rural professionals.

 Align with Te Aukaha to develop a specific Māori
agribusiness extension plan that will be delivered
in a way that informs, motivates, and mobilises
an effective Māori agribusiness response.

 Deliver a high-level stocktake of current
greenhouse gas innovation development
programmes and activities.

 Undertake an innovation pipeline analysis
to identify key barriers and gaps to the
development and uptake of mitigations
(including infrastructure, capability, funding,
farmer needs).

 Develop and extend an assessment framework/
process to quantify mitigation potential, assess
practicality/implementation potential, cost
effectiveness, and meet regulatory safety
requirements and reporting requirements.

 Identify and recognise farmers and growers who
are currently undertaking practices that reduce
emissions and highlight the work they are
doing as a demonstration to other farmers and
stakeholders.

 Incorporate the learnings from adopters into
the extension plans for farmers, Māori, and rural
professionals so that greenhouse gas adoption
principles become mainstream in farming
businesses decisions.

 Develop climate adaptation farm plan guidance.
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Emissions pricing milestones
The Policy workstream is responsible for progressing the design and analysis of elements and options for
an alternative pricing system to the New Zealand Emissions Trading Scheme that includes reporting and
sequestration. He Waka Eke Noa will make recommendations on an alternative pricing system in March 2022.
The Policy workstream developed a comprehensive table of elements for an alternative pricing system.
A long- to short-listing process of options for the core design elements of an appropriate pricing system
has been completed. This involved a multi-criteria method to determine the options that best align to the
programme criteria.
To support the internal detailed design and analysis work, the Policy workstream has developed a plan for
external analysis and modelling to understand the distributional impacts, and cost(s)/benefit(s) of the options.
This will be completed through a collaborative research approach drawing on modelling, farm economics and
farm systems expertise from Crown Research Institutes, industry partners and Government.

The next six months
Over the next six to 12 months, the Policy workstream will be progressing options for an alternative pricing
system that includes reporting and sequestration. This includes a wide range of design elements, of which the
following have been identified as key:

 Basis of price exposure and assistance – how is
the impact of the price distributed and how are
participants supported to face this price?

 Initial price settings and governance – how is
the level of price determined and updated over
time?

 Use of revenue – how is the revenue raised by
the pricing system used?

 Process and scope to aggregate responsibilities
– are participants able to create clubs or groups
within the pricing system?

 Methods/tools for reporting including audit and
verification.

 Process for updating the system in response
to new methodologies (e.g. science) and new
mitigations (e.g. technology).

 What sources of sequestration will be included,
how will it be measured and priced, and how
could ecosystem services be recognised
alongside sequestration?

 Complementary policies for recognising
sequestration e.g. grants.

 Definition of a farm and the legal entity
responsible for reporting.
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Te Aukaha/Māori Agribusiness
Te Aukaha, FOMA continues to provide leadership and direction of the Māori workstream. The following is an
overview of the work completed over the past six months and currently underway:
Te Ao Māori Mātauranga Framework and
foundation papers
These papers are being drafted and will build on
the agreed He Waka Eke Noa partnership principles
to provide Te Ao Māori and Mātauranga Māori
framework for delivery on the He Waka Eke Noa
deliverables. The papers will be reviewed by Te
Roopu Manawhakahaere, Te Kohinga Ahuwhenua
and Te Aukaha Technical Group.

He Waka Eke Noa milestone – ‘test’ draft Farm
Planning Guidance
Meetings were held mid-December with Te Aukaha
Technical Group, Te Kohinga Ahuwhenua and Te
Roopu Manawhakahaere advisory groups together
with members of the FOMA Executive Committee.
Feedback was collated and provided to the
Programme Office in December 2020.

Te Aukaha establishment and relationship
There will be six weekly meetings with the
Programme Office, Te Aukaha co-leads and the
newly structured workstreams. Te Aukaha is making
good progress despite a slow start to contracting
with regular engagement with the Programme
Office as the project and resources allow.
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Engagement with Māori clusters
Te Aukaha has been engaging with several
groups related to Māori freehold land and larger
agribusiness entities – including Tūwharetoa, Te
Arawa Primary Sector Group, Awhina and Miraka
with the aim to increase awareness regarding
He Waka Eke Noa and Te Aukaha, and to provide
a progress report on Emissions stocktake and
Farm Environmental Plans, Greenhouse Gas
mitigation (and on freshwater). FOMA promotes
an integrated approach across policy, regulation,
and legislation which reflects Māori involvement
in strategic matters such as Te Mana o Te Wai and
NZ Agriculture Greenhouse Gas Research Centre
(NZAGRC).
Our focus on Māori owned land includes Post
Settlement Government Entities (PSGEs), Ahu
whenua, Te Ture Whenua, and general title. There
is general agreement from Māori landowners that
Te Aukaha should identify areas of integration
and opportunity for collective work across climate
change, freshwater and resource management.

The next six months
Over the next six months, Te Aukaha will:

 Continue to provide direction and leadership of
the integrated Māori workstream, co-ordinate
and manage relationship with Programme Office
and MPI, and manage strategic partnerships.

 Build awareness and understanding through
rohe workshops.

 Develop a report on readiness based on cluster
profiles.

 Compile a Te Aukaha/FOMA Climate Change
Commission report including analysis and key
points.

 Evaluate the Māori agribusiness research gap
analysis.

 Analysis of economic impacts.
 Develop and implement a focussed
communication strategy that includes key
messages, panui, videos, website, media
releases, social media; engagement with FOMA
network and advisory groups; and participation
and alignment with He Waka Eke Noa
communications.
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The next six months
 The Policy workstream will continue to design and analyse key elements and options of an alternative
pricing system, including sequestration and reporting, to support the recommendations to Ministers in
March 2022.

 The collaborative research approach will be initiated and provide the programme with external analysis
and modelling to understand the distributional impacts, and cost(s)/benefit(s) of the options.

 The Delivery workstream will:
 develop extension plans for farmers and growers, and rural professionals.
 undertake an innovation pipeline analysis to identify key barriers and gaps to the development and
uptake of mitigations.

 identify farmers and growers who are currently undertaking practices that reduce emissions and
highlight the work they are doing.

 identify and understand the barriers to accelerated adoption of emission mitigation and seek to
overcome these barriers through workshops with leading farmers and reference groups.

 Te Aukaha will continue to provide direction and leadership of the integrated Māori workstream,
co-ordinate and manage relationship with Programme Office and MPI, and manage strategic partnerships.

 He Waka Eke Noa communications and engagement will work alongside the Delivery workstream to get
information across the rural sectors.

 He Waka Eke Noa communications approach will include sponsoring a podcast series for a deep dive into
the partnership, syndicated to rural radio stations and downloadable.

 He Waka Eke Noa will continue to engage with farmer reference groups to test ideas and get feedback.
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